
Regulations Haven’t Solved 
the Problem

Renters and housing providers rely on each other. The tired “us vs them” narrative does more harm than 
good in our state. Oregon has passed numerous laws with only half the stakeholders at the table. Policy 
passed under the guise of “renter protections,” are unbalanced and further fuel housing instability.

Oregon’s single family rental housing stock has steadily – and significantly – decreased. After rent control 
passed statewide and strict regulations adopted in some municipalities, multifamily housing permits 
dropped off dramatically.

It has not been easy to be a housing provider – or a renter – in the past few years.

Rental Community Battered 
by the Pandemic

• 3x a month’s rent fine for communicating 
with renter if interpreted to be harassment1

• Assistance took months, if not years, to 
come2 

• Confusing 21+ page assistance 
applications for renters2

• Relief checks sent to wrong address2

• Relief checks sent to renters who kept the 
money2

• Controlling rent despite the cost 
of owning and operating housing 
skyrocketing3

• Losing 6,417 units of single family 
rental housing in the three county 
metro region from 2017 to 20204

• Pushing housing providers out of the 
market5

• Disincentivizing rental housing 
unit creation, creating long term 
problems6

Oregon Familes Need 
Stability. Now.

Addressing Housing 
Instability Together

Regulations Haven’t Solved the 
Problem

About Multifamily NW
Founded in 1992, Multifamily NW was created to represent residential property managers, owners, and vendors 
throughout Oregon. Our diverse membership manages more than 270,000 units of rental housing in the state and 
represents every service related to the industry. Learn more at multifamilynw.org

https://www.multifamilynw.org/


Public policy should include the public. We need all stakeholders brought to the table to craft these critical 
solutions to housing instability.

2023 Legislative Priorities

Rental Assistance for 
Oregonians in Need

Oregon Housing and Community Services  
requested $60M for rental assistance, but 
housing providers know the need is much higher. 
A legislatively appointed work group should study 
the need for rental assistance through court 
filing data and fund robust rental assistance to 
help struggling Oregonians. The work group 
should also identify long-term solutions that get 
assistance to people more efficiently without 
excessive administrative burdens.

Address Oregon’s 
Patchwork Housing Rules

Cities across Oregon are rapidly passing additional 
punitive rental housing laws that conflict with state 
laws. Oregon should adopt a uniform rental housing 
code that will prevent additional unnecessary 
costs for compliance and eliminate additional 
legal liability. Oregon needs to encourage all rental 
housing to remain on the market, but increased 
costs and legal liability are pushing housing 
providers to sell their units or convert them into 
condo style housing, forever removing them from 
the rental housing market.

Prioritize Rental Housing Inventory

Rent control has proven to be ineffective at addressing affordability issues in other states and data shows it 
isn’t working in Oregon. Policy makers should consider sunsetting Oregon’s rent control law while ratcheting up 
efforts to fuel housing supply through low-interest construction loans for market rate and affordable multifamily 
housing construction. 
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